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THE EXHIBITION: DESIGNERS PICKS – The Fine Art Of Design
EXHIBITION DATES: October 11 – December 28, 2019
OPENING RECEPTION: Friday evening. October 11, 2019, 6-8pm 
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15 Bay Area Designers illustrate 
THE FINE ART OF DESIGN 
Featuring ArtHaus Gallery Artists

ArtHaus Gallerists James Bacchi and Annette Schutz are pleased to present DESIGNERS PICKS 
– The Fine Art of Design - opening Friday evening, October 11th with a Designer/Artist Reception, 
6-8pm, at ArtHaus Gallery, 228 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA  94107.

This Invitational Exhibition, featuring 15 Bay Area Interior Design greats, illustrates THE FINE 
ART OF DESIGN featuring ArtHaus Gallery Artists. For this exhibition, each designer has created 
a board based on a particular design project. These design boards outlines their projects, 
inspiration, selection process and the role that fine art, photography or sculpture plays in their 
overall design – complete with a photograph of the design project depicting each artist’s work 
in context. On exhibit, hanging next to next to each designer’s board, is a selected work by their 
respective artist.

Exhibiting DESIGNERS and ARTISTS are:
VAN DUERM DESIGN ASSOCIATES picks BRIAN BLOOD
EDEN WRIGHT DESIGN picks Thea Schrack
PAMELA PENNINGTON STUDIOS picks CARRIE ANN PLANK
APPLEGATE TRAN INTERIORS picks RIIS BURWELL
ARTHUR McLAUGHLIN + ASSOCIATES picks PAUL MORIN
LAURIE GHIELMETTI picks MARC LAMBRECHTS
LIZETTE MARIE INTERIOR DESIGN picks JHINA ALVARADO
McGREGOR DESIGN STUDIO picks ANDREA ARROYO
NAVARA DESIGN INC. picks DONNA McGINNIS
MOBLEY BLOOMFIELD picks SERENA BOCCHINO
IDF STUDIO picks JOANNE LANDIS
KENDALL WILKINSON DESIGN picks MAXINE SOLOMON
SAGRERA BRAZIL DESIGN, INC. picks CAROLYN MEYER
JAIMIE BELEW picks GIOI TRAN
JULIE ROOTES INTERIORS picks JOHN WOOD
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LIZETTE MARIE INTERIOR DESIGN picks JHINA ALVARADO
POLISHED CHAOS: Reserved Lounge Seating Area – Opening Night - San Francisco Exploratorium  
Photo: David Duncan Livingston

Lizette was one of a select group of Bay Area Interior Designers given the opportunity 
to design a reserved lounge seating area for ten the opening of the new Exploratorium. 
Beauty through chaos, the theme behind Lizette’s Lounge Act design, is the idea that 
within the chaotic day-to-day we exist in it is possible to create beauty. Within this theme, 
Lizette is a big proponent of the importance of custom design, incorporating it into floor 
coverings and case goods most frequently. Her use of color and geometrics in large-
scale projects has also garnered attention from local and national shelter magazines.

Polished Chaos: The juxtaposition of structure with randomness blended in a manner that  
creates provocative beauty out of the interplay of two perceived opposites. The room 
demonstrates elements of these two interplaying with the help of artist Jhina Alvarado. 
Her choice to cover the eyes invites for a more intimate experience and enables viewers 
to experience it through their own personal experiences or interpretations. It forces viewers 
to slow down and connect. This was key in what Lizette was trying to achieve: the mix of chaos 
with structure. This mimics Lizette’s residential design expertise of playing up textures, 
materials, colors, patterns and light to create bespoke living environments that reflect 
the dynamic personality of the clients for which each space is masterfully designed.



EDEN WRIGHT DESIGN picks THEA SCHRACK
Ocean Retreat Bedroom – 2018 San Francisco Decorator Showcase
Photo: Christopher Stark

The Ocean Retreat Bedroom is an ode to calm days by the sea where you can relax and 
unwind surrounded by the healing ocean air and stunning bay views. The light-filled sanctuary 
with white linens, natural grass shades and woven fabrics, has textured layers and pops of 
silvered-blues and deep ocean tones to complement the natural bay palette. The lighting, 
reminiscent of floating jellyfish and art that inspires some next level daydreaming, makes 
this fresh airy room a place for your imagination to run free and senses to be restored.

We fell in love with Thea’s Seaglass 18 as it transports you right to the beach when you fall 
under it’s gaze. It was just the perfect piece for us, as the room was all about relaxing the 
mind and spirit. Thea’s work captures the magic of the ocean and how it can transform 
our state of being. Her work is a such gift in this information-filled and technology-driven 
time. As Thea puts it, “Standing on the edge of the ocean at dawn watching the movement of 
the color of the waves, I am transfixed by the translucence of water shining like sea glass”.



The design projects featured in DESIGNERS PICKS range from photo shoots and commercial 
spaces, to residential interiors and Designer Showcase rooms.  Together, each designer and their 
chosen creatively portray the fine art of design.

From featured ICONS OF DESIGN, a rather unique Designer Showcase at the Grand Residences 
in Millennium Tower, to Guest Speakers at the San Francisco Design Center, ArtHaus Gallerists, 
James Bacchi and Annette Schutz have been bridging art and design for more than 23 years.  
Their intimate, expert approach to art consulting and curating, coupled with their eclectic roster 
of noteworthy Bay Area and New York Artists, keep their award-winning ArtHaus one of San 
Francisco’s go-to galleries for collectors, designers and art advisors

Don’t miss DESIGNERS PICKS – THE FINE ART OF DESIGN on exhibit at ArtHaus through 
December 21, 2019.  228 Townsend Street, San Francisco.  Gallery hours:  Tuesday-Friday, 
11am-6pm and Saturday, Noon-5pm.  415-977-0223   www.arthaus-sf.com. 
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